
 
 
  

 

                     A. First 4 sections under the banner – Provide a straightforward way to approach beliefs reasonably  
                     B. Frequently Asked Questions – I had serious questions that weren’t getting answers, when  
                          observing the information and answers available, I found that others would really appreciated a  
                          resource that addresses the most interesting, challenging, and important questions 
                    C. Blogs, video, podcast and other media to provide assistance in engaging the deep things in life 
 

                     
 

Quick Overview 

 
The First Four Sections (How do I approach beliefs?) 

1. Why should I care?  
Before you spend any time or effort on beliefs, or this website, you have to realize it will pay off better 
than investing your time in other areas of life.  

 
This section shows: no other choice you will make will have as wide, deep and lasting impacts as the 
beliefs you choose to stand on. 
 

2. Okay I care, but how can I know the truth? 

Once realizing the significance of beliefs, many still get overwhelmed wondering if there is truth, and 
how can I possible know.  
 
This section demonstrates truth, or the reality of our world, can be known using the same simple and 
common approach we have used naturally since we were children. 
 

3. Okay if truth can be known, where is the evidence? 
If there is truth to be known, then you have to be aware of the evidence available. Many are not. 
 
 
 

 

How to Make This Website Work for You 



There are many ways you can start looking deeper into beliefs, this section explains a particularly good 
method. The reason this approach is useful: (a) it’s simple, only two options possible for half the choices 
you have to make before you are standing on firm beliefs, (b) and the evidence is already in. Your 
brain will literally grow as you add amazing information to think about and support your choice. 

 

4. You made your bet 
You are currently standing on, and dependent upon the accuracy of, a worldview belief.  
 
Compare and make your choice. You do this for shoes, cars, jobs, potential mates, and anything else 
you will commit to. So, this section organizes and compares different belief systems, so whatever 

worldview you choose to stand on, the decision will be well-informed.  
 
 
 

 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 
 
We all have interesting questions, lingering questions, and things we just need to know. 
 
This section provides the common questions people bring up concerning the big questions in life. 

Answers are given (1) in a brief answer, if you just want to respond to someone and stimulate further 
thought, (2) in more detailed answers for those who seek thorough coverage of the topic, and (3) 
eventually in multi-media formats as people learn best from diverse methods (media will be added 
as time goes on as more presentations and activities are recorded).  
 

Last, and maybe most importantly, there is the ability to send your questions in, which may take time 
to get to, but will be continuously added to provide help in any area of interest or need. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 



 
The Rest of the Website 

1. Bring Us In 
Let us know how a Thoughtful Beliefs speaker or program could benefit your university campus, 

church or creative venue. Examples have included full interactive programs, teaching, 
discussion/debates, “skeptics nights”, conferences, radio, TV, with age ranges from middle 
school through adult and from small to very large audiences. 
 

2. Blogs 
Feeding your mind consistently is important in many ways, and the blogs are set up to provide 

regular information, which you can also choose to have sent to you once a week, to stimulate 
your mind.  
 
Why do this? You will regularly put into your brain interesting and impressive knowledge. 
We can talk about galaxies & atoms, kangaroo babies & the music group, evolution & Star 

Wars (or The Notebook for our female readers), the Bible & The Da Vinci Code, Ice Cube and 
you, Jesus & Hinduism & surviving a fall from 10,000 feet without a parachute, and other 
amazing things in this life.  
 
You can use this information to help in your choice of beliefs, and as a side-benefit of this 

program – your brain will literally grow – new connections will actually be made within your 
brain as you take in information new to you. While it is unfortunate so much of this information 
has not been taught, or not taught well, the good thing is you will now add impressive and 
interesting conversation pieces in many areas.   
 

3. Calendar of Events 

In case you want to schedule a speaker, or check if there is an activity occurring in your area, 
you can click on the event and the details will be given. 
 

4. As much other diverse stuff we can cram-in to allow you to interact in a way most helpful            
to you. 

 
 
 

http://thoughtfulbeliefs.org/book-us/
http://thoughtfulbeliefs.org/articles/
http://thoughtfulbeliefs.org/subscribe/
http://thoughtfulbeliefs.org/events/


What section should I start with? 
 

                             It depends where you are at currently . . . the diagram below provides some direction 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Are my beliefs important enough to seriously look into? 

I already realize how 

impactful beliefs are 
Not sure how 

important beliefs are 
 

A. WHY SHOULD I CARE? 

I know truth exists & 
the standard way to 

determine what 
belief fits reality 

B. HOW CAN I KNOW TRUTH? 

Unsure/Don’t believe 
truth exists or can be 

found 

I can explain the 
worldview I stand on 
& can give reasons 

beyond any other 
worldview 

C. WHERE IS THE EVIDENCE? 

I can’t explain    
where exactly I stand 

and/or can’t give 
reasons supporting 

beliefs   

D. YOU MADE YOUR BET 

What Section Should I Start With? 

http://thoughtfulbeliefs.org/why-should-i-care/
http://thoughtfulbeliefs.org/how-can-i-know/
http://thoughtfulbeliefs.org/evidence-from-science/
http://thoughtfulbeliefs.org/you-made-your-bet/
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